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May 24, 1977

TO THE HONORABLE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;

In accordance with the provisions of Article LVI of the Amendments
to the Constitution, I am returning, herewith. House Bill No. 5831,
entitled, "An Act Making Appropriations for the Fiscal Year Nineteen
Hundred and Seventy-eight for the Maintenance of Berkshire County, its
Departments, Boards, Commissions and Institutions, of Sundry Other Services,
for certainPermanent Improvements, for interest and Debt Requirements, and
to Meet Certain Requirements of Law and Granting a County Tax for Said
County."

H.5831 is the fiscal year 1978 budget for Berkshire County. It
appropriates 54,065,462.80 for county expenditures, compared to 1977
appropriations of $3,856,277.80 -- an increase of $209,185. The increase
for the county tax, to be paid by the property taxpayers of the cities and
towns, is $270,170.40. At the same time, federal revenue-sharing funds and
other county revenues are expected to increase substantially. I cannot
approve this budget because the taxpayers of Berkshire County have not
directly benefitted from these revenue increases.

I am disturbed by this and other increases in the county budgets,
although I understand that some components of the increase (such as group
insurance and pension costs, and higher salaries for full-time judges) are
either unavoidable or state-mandated, or both. But I am more disturbed that
these expenditure increases have been allowed to run ahead of projected
revenue increases -- a budgetary luxury we on the state level are not permitted,
and one that ultimately is brought to bear on the local property taxpayer. I
believe that, on the county level as on the state, revenue growth should be
used to offset existing expenditures or unavoidable costs, rather than being
used for discretionary expenditures. Otherwise, new expenditures are built
into the budget that often outlast the revenues that originally paid for
them -- and, once again, it will be the local property tax that makes up the
difference.

Some of the new positions included in this budget may be high priorities,
and most if not all of them are probably worthwhile expenditures. Your Committee
on Counties has done a commendable job of screening these budgets, and I have
no reason to doubt the justification for the bulk of those positions you have

It chosen to include. However, I believe that the budgetmaking process must
incorporate a further step: the identification of those current expenditures
that are of lower priority than the new positions and programs that this budget
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calls for, so that the total of expenditures is kept relatively steady.
It does not appear that these hard choices have been made on the county
level, as they have in state government and in many cities and towns.

I am returning this budget with an amendment that will serve as the
vehicle for the making of these choices. This amendment reduces the budget
by approximately the amount of its net increase, by removing the reserve
for salary increases. I certainly believe that county employees are entitled
to the same salary increase as state employees, and am signing a bill to
allow that increase to be granted. This amendment allows your committee to
absord this reduction where they feel it can best be absorbed, and to set
priorities and reallocate any necessary reductions based on their superior
knowledge of the needs of each county. The secretary of administration and
finance will be very willing to work with the Committee on Counties and other
interested legislators to arrive at county budgets that meet the needs of
those who depend on the counties for necessary services and those who pay
for the services. We all share the responsibility for keeping to a minimum

property tax rates, of which the county
I am confident that we can work together

state-mandated increases in local
taxes are a substantial part, and
to meet that responsibility.

I therefore recommend that 5831 be amended by striking out Item 28aH

TULLY/SUBMITTED

Michael S. DukakisGovernor
CoMMonwealth of Massachusetts
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